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A near atomic resolution structural model of
the Keratin intermediate filament
We have constructed a near-atomic resolution model of the Keratin K5-K14 intermediate
filament. Our integrative model consists of 16 K5-K14 hetero dimers bundled into a filament
consistent with chemical cross linking studies done earlier. The model makes up 3 unit
lengths of the filament with the coiled-coil regions rendered at atomic resolution. The head
and tail regions, where no cross linking data was available, are placed in what we compute to
be the most appropriate locations. We have validated the accuracy of the model in the
following ways - a) used it to rationalise ~150 filament disrupting point mutations; b) cross
verified and checked that the model satisfies all 19 cross links observed in the homologous
keratin K1-K10 system; c) correlated with experimentally determined radial atomic
distribution and d) shown that the the predicted cross sectional mosaic of the bundling of
filaments is consistent with data from electro micrographs. Moreover, our model is consistent
in size and dimensions as experimentally observed. It also helps explain why filaments could
swell when in contact with lipids. This is among the first 3D structure of an IF filament and
could be used as a template to model other intermediate filaments. Our model(s) can be used
for a variety of applications including detecting possible interacting partners, creating a large
near-atomic level resolution networks of the cytoskeleton and designing inhibitors and
therapeutics against disease causing variants.
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